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Abstract

trolled neither by them, nor by the content providers. This
situation is by no means speciﬁc only to CDNs; caching
presents the same problem.

In order to achieve better scalability and reduce latency
in handling user requests, many Web applications make extensive use of data replication through caches and Content
Delivery Networks. However, in such scenarios data is often
placed on untrusted hosts. As a result, existing replication
mechanisms open a wide class vulnerabilities, ranging from
denial of service to content masquerading. In this paper we
present an architecture that combines data content, replication strategies and security in one uniﬁed object model and
offers integrity guarantees for Web documents replicated on
non secure servers.

Retrieving data from untrusted hosts introduces a series
of security issues, which can be grouped in two categories
- document integrity and secure naming. Document integrity deals with ensuring that a document retrieved by a
client from an untrusted host has not been tampered with by
that host. Secure naming deals with establishing secure associations between Web documents and the real-world entities in charge of them.
This paper introduces a security architecture that guarantees data integrity and secure naming for Web content even
when this content is replicated on untrusted hosts. While
read-only secure storage systems have already been proposed [6], the main contribution of this paper is to describe
a design where data content, replication strategies and security are all integrated in one uniﬁed object model. Our
design has been validated through a number of performance
tests we have carried on a prototype implementation, results
which are also presented in this paper.

1 Introduction
Starting with the late 90’s, the World Wide Web has
been experiencing scalability problems due to irregular
data access patterns. When a Web document suddenly
becomes very popular (a phenomenon known as a ﬂash
crowd), clients experience long delays in retrieving it. The
single hosting server simply cannot cope (CPU-wise or
bandwidth-wise) with the sudden high demands. A possible
solution to this problem is data replication.
A common way of replicating Web documents is through
content delivery networks (CDNs). These are normally run
by companies that set up a large number of servers around
the world, each server dedicated to hosting Web document
replicas. The owners of these documents usually have no
control over the replicating servers. Thus, in the CDN scenario, clients are retrieving data from hosts that are con-

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
we introduce a new Web document model with a quick discussion on how such a model can be implemented in order
to use most of the current Web infrastructure. Section 3 describes our security architecture, and how this architecture
tackles secure naming and document integrity issues. Section 4 describes our prototype implementation, and a number of performance tests we have performed, Section 5 discusses related work, while Section 6 points to directions for
future work and concludes.
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2 Globe Web Documents

trafﬁc and saturation. This architecture is ideally suited to
the creation of (peer-to-peer) content delivery networks.
Also, because Globe makes the state distribution transparent to clients and because the distribution policies can
be determined independently per Globe object, GlobeDoc
makes it possible to apply distribution strategies on a perdocument basis. In this way GlobeDoc allows replication of
Web documents without imposing any single global replication policy on all documents. [13] has shown that applying
per-document distribution strategies can lead to better efﬁciency than the application of one-size-ﬁts-all strategies.

For the work described in this paper we rely on the services offered by Globe [17] - a middleware architecture that
allows the development of distributed applications based on
replicated shared objects. One such distributed application
is GlobeDoc [18]. GlobeDoc objects are the building blocks
for our new Web document model.
In the GlobeDoc model of the Web, a Web site is composed of related Web documents. A Web document itself is
a collection of logically related Web resources. These Web
resources are referred to as a document’s page elements
and can be anything that is accessible over the Web (e.g.,
HTML ﬁles, text ﬁles, images, audio ﬁles, video ﬁles, applets, etc.). The relation between the resources contained in
a Web document is generally stronger than that between the
documents contained in a Web site. For example, an organization’s Web site contains a collection of Web documents
that are somehow related to that organization, while a Web
document representing a news story would contain only the
elements directly relating to that story (e.g., the HTML page
plus any icons and images relating to the story or the page
layout).
In GlobeDoc, a Web document is encapsulated in a
Globe distributed shared object which contains that document’s elements in its state. Such a GlobeDoc object offers
methods that allow clients to access and modify its state on
a per-element basis. The hyper-linked structure that is normally provided by Web pages is maintained in GlobeDoc.
A relative hyper-link contained in some GlobeDoc object’s
element refers to another element in that same object. Likewise, an absolute hyper-link may refer to an element contained in another GlobeDoc object.
Every GlobeDoc object is identiﬁed by a unique object
ID (OID). This is a 160-bit number which does not contain any location information and is not human readable.
The GlobeDoc architecture, therefore, contains two services
that facilitate locating objects. The Naming Service [3]
maps human readable object names onto OIDs. The Globe
Location Service [16] maps OIDs onto contact addresses,
which contain information about where and how to contact
a GlobeDoc object.
By virtue of it being a Globe distributed shared object,
a GlobeDoc can distribute (replicate) its state over multiple
physically separated address spaces (or machines). As such,
requests for an object’s state will be distributed over these
various machines, thereby spreading the total load generated by the requests and preventing any single machine
hosting the GlobeDoc from becoming overloaded. Similarly, by strategically replicating a GlobeDoc object’s state
so that it is close to large concentrations of clients, the trafﬁc at each replica will have a local character, increasing
responsiveness for clients and decreasing overall network

2.1 GlobeDoc Services
A client accesses a GlobeDoc object using a standard
Web browser. However, standard Web browsers cannot directly connect to GlobeDoc objects and invoke its methods
to retrieve the page elements. For this task, browsers rely on
a GlobeDoc proxy server to intercept requests to GlobeDoc
objects and manage the interaction with the object (i.e.,
connect to the object and retrieve its elements). Because
standard Web browsers do not understand GlobeDoc object
names, hybrid URLs are used. These are just regular URLs
that start with a distinguishing preﬁx (which in our case is
http://enter.globeworld.org). GlobeDoc and page element
names are then embedded in these hybrid URLs.
GlobeDoc proxies connect to GlobeDoc objects by binding to them. The result of binding to a GlobeDoc object is
that a local representative of that object is placed in the address space of the binding process. A local representative
is a local part of the GlobeDoc object. It can be a simple
object proxy, forwarding method invocations to other replicas, or it can be a full replica containing a local copy of the
GlobeDoc object’s state. The client, however, is unaware of
this and simply invokes methods from the local representative as though the object was local.
Binding itself consists of two distinct phases: (1) ﬁnding
the object, and (2) installing the local representative. This is
illustrated in Figure 1. Finding an object is separated into a
name-lookup and a location-lookup step; installing the local
representative requires that a suitable contact address and
implementation be selected.
2.1.1 Naming Service
To ﬁnd an object, a process must resolve the object’s name
to an OID. This is done by passing the object name to a
naming service. The naming service returns the object’s
OID. Whereas an OID uniquely identiﬁes an object (i.e.,
an object always has exactly one OID), an object may have
multiple names that resolve to its OID. An object name is
simply a human-readable string that represents an object. It
is up to the naming service to interpret this name and resolve
it to an OID.
2
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Client Process

Globe object server also has a remotely accessible interface
that allows other local representatives, other Globe object
servers, or administrators to request services from it. These
services include the creation and destruction of GlobeDoc
objects and their replicas.
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3 The GlobeDoc Security Architecture
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In this section we will describe the mechanisms used to
make GlobeDoc objects secure. We have been using wellknown security and cryptographic techniques as building
blocks, and combine them in an architecture that can offer
secure naming and data integrity guarantees.
Following the model of the Web master for regular Web
documents, we require that behind each GlobeDoc object
there is a person or organization - the object owner - that is
in charge of it. The owner is the one who creates the object
and is responsible for providing permanent storage for it,
updating it, and setting up the replication and security policies for the object. Furthermore, we require each GlobeDoc
to have a unique public/private key pair associated with it,
which is generated by the owner when the object is created.
As we will describe next, the object owner uses the object’s
private key to sign the object’s state (ﬁles) before it replicates it, while clients use the public key to perform integrity
checks when retrieving parts of the object’s state from untrusted hosts.

Local Representative

5

Code

Distributed Shared Object

Implementation Repository

Figure 1. Binding to a GlobeDoc object
2.1.2 Globe Location Service
Resolving an object’s name leads to an OID. An OID, however, does not identify the location of an object and its replicas. To ﬁnd the actual object, the OID must ﬁrst be passed
to a location service, which returns one or several contact
addresses which represent GlobeDoc object contact points.
The location service is responsible for storing contact addresses and resolving OIDs to these contact addresses. Besides looking up contact addresses for objects, the location
service also allows addition, deletion and modiﬁcation of
contact-address mappings.
The Globe Location Service is implemented as a distributed search tree. In this tree, the world is divided into
a hierarchical set of domains. At the lowest level there is
one domain per site; a collection of sites form a region, etc.
An object is recorded at each site where it has a contact
address, and recursively in each enclosing region up to the
root of the tree. Initially, a record at the site level contains
the actual contact addresses while records at higher levels
contain pointers to the next lower level. Recording an object at multiple levels allows searches with expanding rings:
a search starts at the local site, followed by the local region,
then the next higher level region, etc., and eventually followed by the root.

3.1 Secure Naming
3.1.1 The Problem
Secure naming deals with creating secure and trustworthy
associations between Web resources and qualiﬁed names,
which in turn convey information about the real world entities that are behind these resources. In the current Web,
name binding is accomplished through the Domain Name
System (DNS) [11], a hierarchical distributed database
that translates between human-readable resource names and
their IP addresses. Data integrity requirements were left out
from the original DNS design, which made it vulnerable to
various types of masquerading attacks. To prevent these,
a secure DNS (DNSsec) framework has been proposed [5]
and is currently being deployed.
All DNSsec does is establish secure associations between resource names and sets of IP addresses. However,
clients cannot authenticate IP addresses, so their attempts
to retrieve data from servers at these addresses are vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. To prevent this, secure
Web servers have public/private key pairs which they use
to authenticate to clients. The server’s public key needs to
be certiﬁed by some Certiﬁcate Authority (a trusted third
party) through a digital certiﬁcate that binds the public key

2.1.3 Object Server
A GlobeDoc object’s replicas are implemented as stateful
local representatives hosted on object servers. An object
server is a process that provides an address space, contact points and runtime services to the local representatives that it hosts. The object server also manages a local
representative’s access to local resources such as local disks
and networking resources. Besides simply hosting LRs, a
3
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to the server’s name (which presumably can be traced to the
qualiﬁed path name solved through DNSsec). Having this
public key, securely associated to the server’s name (by the
CA), and to the server’s IP address (by DNSsec), the client
can then authenticate the server. In this way, the man-in-themiddle attack becomes impossible, and the name binding
and secure channel establishment can be safely combined.
The problem with this approach is that it does not work
well with dynamically replicated Web documents. Although DNS supports mirroring Web sites by allowing multiple addresses associated with the same name, the basic
assumption is that mirroring is more or less static. Dynamic active replication of Web documents would put serious strain on the resource-record caching that makes DNS
so efﬁcient.
In conclusion, the approach as followed in DNSsec for
secure naming of Web documents will not work well for the
GlobeDoc model we are proposing. For GlobeDoc objects
we need a naming mechanism that both:

by clients (in fact by their proxies) to retrieve any certiﬁcates the objects can provide to prove their identity. The
users themselves can specify a number of CAs they trust,
and store their public keys with their user proxy. When the
user requests an element part of a GlobeDoc, its proxy requests identity certiﬁcates that match the user’s list. For the
ﬁrst match found, the proxy displays the naming information in the certiﬁcate. The user examines this information
and can then make a decision how much trust to put in that
object.
The CA-mediated secure name-binding mechanism we
just described is appropriate when Web objects are used
for highly sensitive applications such as e-commerce or ebanking. For less sensitive applications, users may ﬁnd the
name-binding information provided by a DNSsec-like name
service sufﬁcient. The good news is that DNSsec can be
extended to support self-certifying OIDs by storing them
in the resource records instead of IP-addresses [3]. The
great advantage of this would be that DNS would store
only location-independent data. The location-dependent
information associated with each object (the addresses of
its replicas) is retrieved in an additional step from the Globe
Location Service. This two step secure name resolution allows us to overcome the problems DNS has when tracking
dynamically replicated documents.

• Securely associates objects with the real-world entities
behind these objects.
• Supports efﬁcient lookup operations even when objects are massively replicated and replicas’ network
addresses change frequently.
3.1.2 Our Solution

One point we want to stress here is that users do not have
to trust the information stored in the Location Service. In
fact, using the Location Service is not even mandatory for
GlobeDoc objects; a per-object dedicated directory replica
keeping track of all the other replicas’ contact points would
accomplish the same task. A malicious Location Service
server can return false contact points to its clients, making
these clients bind to replicas which are not part of the objects they want to contact. However, as we will see in the
next section, clients can easily detect when the data they
are retrieving is not part of the GlobeDoc object they want
to browse, so the most harm a malicious Location Service
server can do is a temporary denial of service.

As described in Section 2, each GlobeDoc is identiﬁed
through a unique 160-bit object ID (OID). Secure name
binding requires creating a secure association between an
OID, the object’s public key, and the real-world entity (individual, company, organization) that is in charge of the object.
First, we will examine how to securely link the object’s
public key to the OID. This can be accomplished by having
the OID be the 160-bit secure hash SHA-1 [1] of the object’s
public key, in fact creating a self-certifying OID for the object. The SHA-1 secure hash function has the property that
it is computationally intractable to ﬁnd two different inputs
with the same hash. Therefore an OID obtained in this manner is securely linked with the public key of the object. This
approach of using self-certifying OIDs is similar to the one
taken by the designers of the SFS system [10], who have
pioneered the concept of self-certifying resource names [9].
Now, the only thing left is to securely associate selfcertifying OIDs with the real-world entities in charge with
their corresponding objects. As stressed in the SDSI document [15], we believe that establishing trust in a remote
entity (trusting that entity to be who it claims to be) is such
a security-sensitive task that it is better to give most control
over it to the users themselves. To facilitate this, GlobeDoc
objects have a special security interface that can be used

As a conclusion, secure naming for GlobeDoc objects is
achieved through self-certifying OIDs, which can be stored
in DNSsec resource records. When additional security guarantees are necessary, object-provided certiﬁcates, signed by
trusted CAs can also be employed. Because only locationindependent information is stored, this mechanism has the
two properties we required in Section 3.1.1: it securely associates Web objects to the real-world entities in charge
of them, and can efﬁciently support massively replicated
objects even when replicas network addresses change frequently.
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3.2 Document Integrity

be able to replace the requested document with another
fresh document part of the same object.

3.2.1 The Problem

Our aim is to come up with a security design that enforces these three properties, and at the same time is efﬁcient and lightweight (especially on server load), so that it
can be employed with every type of Web application.

Most of the data transfer in the current WWW is insecure. Clients simply connect to Web servers and request the
documents stored there. This approach is clearly vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks, not to mention malicious
caches. In such an attack scenario, an active attacker intercepts the client’s request, and answers with his own document. Although such attacks are infrequent, that is probably as much due to the lack of determination on the part
of the attackers as to the inherent security of the underlying
network architecture. Furthermore, due to the possibility
of such attacks, the security of an HTTP request is downgraded to the security of the weakest network link/router on
the request path.
In the current WWW, the most common protection
against such attacks is through TLS (Transport Layer Security) [4]. TLS uses public-key cryptography to authenticate
servers and establish secure channels between servers and
clients.
The main problem with TLS is that it requires servers
to be trusted. The secure channel between the client and
server does not help at all if a malicious server sends bogus
data over it. For this reason, TLS allows documents to be
replicated only on trusted servers, which greatly restricts the
set of acceptable hosts.
Turning back to our GlobeDoc objects, we can see that a
mechanism like TLS is clearly not suited for ensuring data
integrity. As mentioned in Section 2, GlobeDoc objects dynamically place their replicas on (possibly) untrusted object servers close to where their client requests are coming from. Our assumption is that most of these servers are
honest, but we need to consider the possibility that some
of them may try to replace the documents they host with
fake data. Therefore, we need a security mechanism that enforces the following three properties on the replicated state
of a GlobeDoc:

3.2.2 Our Solution
As we mentioned in Section 2, a GlobeDoc consists of a
number of page elements. These can be HTML source ﬁles,
images, Java applets and so on. We preserve the integrity of
the object’s state by having an integrity certiﬁcate associated with the object. As shown in Figure 2, this is a digital
certiﬁcate signed with the object’s private key that contains
a table with entries for each page element for the object.
Each page element entry contains the element’s name, its
secure SHA-1 hash, and a validity interval.

Integrity Certificate
Page Element Name

SHA-1(Element)

Expiration Time

Page Element Name

SHA-1(Element)

Expiration Time

Page Element Name

SHA-1(Element)

Expiration Time

Signature

Figure 2. Integrity certiﬁcate for a GlobeDoc
object
Every server that hosts GlobeDoc replicas is required to
store all of the object’s page elements and the object’s integrity certiﬁcate. As we mentioned in Section 3.2.1, page
elements retrieved from untrusted servers should be authentic, fresh, and consistent with the user request. The integrity
certiﬁcate allows the user to check for these properties in the
following steps.

• Authenticity - the document the client receives from a
server has indeed been created by the object’s owner.
No attacker or malicious server should be able to pass
off one of their own documents as being part of the
object.

• Using the object’s public key, the client veriﬁes that the
signature on the integrity certiﬁcate has been generated
using the object’s private key (authenticity).
• The client checks the “element name” ﬁeld in the certiﬁcate to ensure it is the same as the element name she
has requested (consistency).

• Freshness - the client is guaranteed to receive the most
recent version of a document part of a object. No attacker or malicious server should be able to pass off
genuine but old versions of a document and convince
the client they are fresh.

• The client computes the SHA-1 hash of the page element and makes sure it is the same as the one in the
certiﬁcate (authenticity).
• The client checks the time of retrieval to ensure it
falls in the validity interval speciﬁed in the certiﬁcate
(freshness).

• Consistency - the client is guaranteed to receive a document, part of the object, that is consistent to what she
has requested. No attacker or malicious server should
5
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3.3 Putting the Pieces Together

and ﬁnds the closest object replica. The Location Service
is not trusted, so there is a chance that the address it returns may point to a replica which is not part of the object.
However, this can cause at most denial of service for the
user, since she can always check the authenticity of the data
retrieved from the replica. Our assumption is that the Location Service provides accurate information most of the time;
if attackers are able to corrupt some of the LS’s servers, this
can be easily detected, and appropriate measures (rebooting
servers, restoring the original data content from backups,
etc.) can be taken.
Once the user is connected to a GlobeDoc object replica,
the proxy ﬁrst retrieves the object’s public key, takes its
SHA-1 hash and makes sure it matches the self-certifying
OID. As an extra security check, the proxy can request some
additional identity proof from the object, in the form of a
name certiﬁcate signed by one of the CAs trusted by the
user. If such a certiﬁcate is found, the naming information
in the certiﬁcate is displayed to the user in a “Certiﬁed as:”
window. Next, the proxy requests the object’s integrity certiﬁcate, and veriﬁes its signature using the object’s public
key. At this point, the secure binding between the proxy
and the object is complete; the proxy now requests the page
element speciﬁed in the URL; once it has received it, it performs the authenticity, consistency and freshness tests discussed in the previous section. If all these tests are successful, the page element is sent to be displayed in the user’s
browser, otherwise a “Security Check Failed” HTML document is generated.

The security architecture for GlobeDoc objects results
from combining the various security mechanisms described
so far. The key advantage of this architecture is providing integrity guarantees for end-users, even when the Web
content they are browsing is replicated on untrusted servers.
Figure 3 shows how secure browsing through GlobeDoc objects works.
User’s Web
Browser
1. Request
hybrid
URL

User’s Proxy

5. Verify public key
7. Display certified
object name
9. Verify certificate
signature

14. Display
data
2. Resolve
name

Secure Name
Service

3. Find
replica

Location
Service

4. Get object’s
public key

Replica

6. Get additional
identity proofs
8. Get integrity
certificate
10. Get page
element

4 Performance Evaluation

11. Verify hash
12. Check freshness

Our implementation consists of two components: the object server and the client proxy, which are both implemented
in Java, using JDK 1.3 with the standard crypto libraries.
The object server provides all the runtime services
needed for creating and running GlobeDoc object replicas.
These services are offered through a command interface
which can be remotely accessed through a secure TLS connection, in which case TLS also takes care of the remote entity authentication. We support a simple but effective access
control model: the server administrator sets up a Java keystore listing the public keys for all entities allowed to create
GlobeDoc replicas on the server; such entities can be either
GlobeDoc owners (individuals) or other GlobeDoc object
servers (in this way we can support dynamic replication algorithms). Each entity is then allowed to manage only the
replicas it creates (this includes replica destruction). We
are currently working on integrating more complex policies - allowing dynamic resource negotiation, and delegation mechanisms - but this is outside the scope of this paper.
The client proxy needs to be installed by every client that
wants to access secure GlobeDoc objects; the proxy identi-

13. Check
consistency

User’s
Machine

Figure 3. Secure Web browsing through
GlobeDoc objects
The user starts with a hybrid URL (as described in Section 2), with an embedded object and page element name.
The user can either directly type the hybrid URL in the
Web browser, or get to it through an external link in some
other GlobeDoc object. When the user’s proxy receives this
URL, it will resolve the object name by contacting the secure naming service, thus obtaining a self-certifying OID.
The proxy then queries the Location Service for that OID
6
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canardo.inria.fr,
Inria, Paris
ensamble02.
cornell.edu,
Cornell,
Ithaca, NY

20
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5

Table 1. Experimental setting

0

ﬁes GlobeDoc names from the hybrid URLs passed by the
client browser, does name resolution and replica location,
retrieves the desired page elements and performs the authenticity, freshness and consistency tests discussed earlier.
The proxy also transparently handles any regular HTTP requests it receives from the browser.
For our experiments we have used four hosts: two in
Amsterdam (“primary” and “secondary”), one in Paris, and
one in Ithaca, NY. Table 4 summarizes the system conﬁguration for each of these hosts.
In the ﬁrst experiment we used four GlobeDoc objects,
each consisting of one page element (image), of sizes 1KB,
10KB, 100KB, 300KB, 600KB, and 1MB respectively. For
each of these objects, we placed one replica on an object
server running on the Amsterdam “primary” host. Each of
the objects was then accessed from the Amsterdam “secondary”, Paris and Ithaca hosts, using the wget HTTP client.
On each of these hosts, wget was conﬁgured to use the locally installed secure GlobeDoc proxy. The aim of the experiment was to measure the security overhead; in order
to do this, we placed timers in various parts of the proxy
and server code, and measured, for each object access, the
amount of time dedicated to security-speciﬁc operations
(these are: retrieving the object’s public key, verifying its
SHA-1 hash matches the object Id, retrieving the object certiﬁcate and verifying it, computing the hash of the page element and verifying it against the hash in the certiﬁcate).
Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment (these are average values computed after running the experiment for 24
consecutive hours at 6 minutes intervals).
As we can see, the overhead for transferring small page
elements is signiﬁcant (around 25%), and this is due to the
fact that our proxy ﬁrst needs to retrieve the GlobeDoc object public key and the object certiﬁcate (about 2KB of extra information). However, for larger data transfers, this
initial security exchange becomes less signiﬁcant, and the
overhead is mainly dictated by the time needed to compute
the hash over the actual data (which is proportional to the
data size, but independent of the network placement of the
replica). It is also worth noticing that for large data transfers, the security overhead is worse when the proxy and the

’Amsterdam’
’Paris’
’Ithaca’
0

100

200

300

400
500
600
Data Size (KB)

700
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900

1000

Figure 4. Security overhead

object replica are on the same LAN (the Amsterdam primary - Amsterdam secondary case), because in this case
the network transfer time is so small that the time to compute the hash dominates. For the actual deployment of the
GlobeDoc architecture, we expect the most common case
to be the one in the Paris-Amsterdam setting (client and
replica in relatively close network proximity, although not
on the same LAN). In this case, we can see that the security
overhead drops quite rapidly for larger data transfers. We
achieve even lower overhead when replicas and clients are
placed on different continents (the Amsterdam-NY setting),
in which case the transfer time is so large that adding a bit
of computation hardly matters. However, this latter setting
is less realistic for the architecture we advocate - the whole
point with GlobeDoc objects is to place replicas in close
proximity of the clients.
In the second experiment we used three GlobeDoc objects, each consisting of 11 page elements. One of the page
elements was always a 5KB text ﬁle. The other 10 elements
are images, and are of size 1KB each for the ﬁrst object,
10KB each for the second, and 100KB each for the third
object. Thus, the total size for the ﬁrst object is 15KB, for
the second 105KB, and for the third 1005KB. For each of
these objects, we place one replica on an object server running on the Amsterdam “primary” host. We also place the
same page elements (as text and image ﬁles) in a directory
accessible by an Apache web server, also running on the
Amsterdam primary host.
The aim of the experiment was to compare the performance of the GlobeDoc server/proxy combination to the
Apache server. For this, we compared the time needed
to access the four GlobeDoc objects using wget and the
GlobeDoc secure proxy with the time needed to download
(again using wget) the same ﬁles from the Apache server
through standard HTTP and secure (SSL) HTTP connections. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the average timing computed
7
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after running this experiment for 24 consecutive hours at 15
minutes intervals.

Figure 7. Performance comparison - Ithaca
client
Figure 5. Performance comparison - Amsterdam client
which we would have expected considering that GlobeDoc
requires only public key signature veriﬁcation operations
which are much faster than the public key encrypt/decrypt
operations required by SSL. The reason for this is the Java
memory management mechanism combined with the rather
limited memory resources on the Paris and Ithaca hosts; the
result is extensive memory swapping which greatly reduces
performance. In the case of the Amsterdam client, the large
amount of physical memory reduces the need for memory
swapping.
Despite these shortcoming, we believe that our proof-ofconcept prototype has served its purpose, and has demonstrated that our design is viable. Furthermore, in the worstcase performance scenarios, the determining factors are the
speciﬁcs of the Java environment - particularly its memory
allocation mechanism - as opposed to performance limitations introduced by our design. For this work, we have used
Java because it is ideal for quick prototyping, but we believe that implementing the same functionality as compiled
C code - as a “GlobeDoc” Apache module for example would greatly improve performance.
It is also important to stress that the biggest advantage
of the GlobeDoc architecture is the ability to place object
replicas in close proximity to clients, which greatly reduces
the client-perceived latency. However, the aim of the experimental work in this paper is to prove that the security mechanisms we have devised for GlobeDoc do not introduce excessive overhead, which we believe we have demonstrated.
By no means are we trying to quantify the performance improvement introduced by actually replicating Web content

Figure 6. Performance comparison - Paris
client

We can see that although running as interpreted Java
code, our proxy/object server combination performs quite
similar to the compiled C Apache code. On the disappointing side, it should be noticed that our implementation
does not always outperform the Apache/SSL combination,
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by means of the GlobeDoc architecture; this is work has
already been done, and the results were presented in [13].

Although r-oSFS ﬁle systems can be replicated on untrusted hosts, there is little support for the actual replication.
In contrast, each GlobeDoc comes with its own replication
policy which is part of the object itself; this allows for very
ﬁne-grained (per page-element) replication policies to be
deﬁned, which has been proven [13] to greatly improve performance. Following the same logic, the GlobeDoc security
architecture uses per page-element expiration dates, which
allow owners to set per page-element freshness constraints
(which is not possible with r-oSFS).
The Gemini project [12] at Carnegie Mellon University
aims at creating a publisher-centric replication infrastructure for information dissemination. Gemini is built as an
extension to the Squid [2] WWW cache, and - like secure
GlobeDoc - aims at providing integrity guarantees for Web
documents replicated on untrusted hosts. However, Gemini focuses more on dynamic Web data, and their security solution is different from the one we advocate in this
paper - they require the untrusted caches to sign the data
they return to clients, which ensures that malicious caches
serving bogus content are eventually caught “red-handed”.
On the other hand, GlobeDoc makes impossible for malicious servers to pass bogus data undetected. Furthermore,
GlobeDoc provides a uniﬁed Web document object model,
with explicit support for replication, features which are not
present in Gemini.
Finally, OceanStore [8] is a project that aims at using
untrusted hosts to provide a “utility infrastructure designed
to span the globe and provide continuous access to persistent information.” To accomplish this ambitious goal,
the designers of the system make use of peer-to-peer technologies, such as associative storage, distributed routing,
and probabilistic query algorithms. Although both make
use of untrusted storage, OceanStore and GlobeDoc have
slightly different goals: OceanStore assumes that all the
storage is untrusted, and focuses on high data redundancy to
prevent loss due to malicious hosts or catastrophic events.
GlobeDoc on the other hand assumes that each document
has access to some secure storage provided by its owner
(the traditional Web document model), and relies on untrusted hosts for replication in order to improve performance. Although we recognize the many revolutionary
ideas OceanStore introduces, we believe that the GlobeDoc
Web document model is more appropriate for the next generation of secure WWW services.

5 Related Work
The WWW has experienced explosive growth, with an
increasing number of security-sensitive applications making now use of it. Not surprisingly, the issue of “making
the Web more secure” has attracted considerable attention,
with multiple solutions proposed for a number of speciﬁc
application scenarios. What makes the GlobeDoc approach
distinctive is the fact that it considers not only security but
other aspects, such as data content aggregation and replication, creating a uniﬁed Web document object model.
The current “state of the art” for secure Web browsing
is the combination of DNSsec [5], certiﬁed Web servers’
public keys and TLS [4]. In Section 3 we have described
how these mechanisms can be combined in order to achieve
secure naming, server authentication and integrity guarantees for the data received by the clients. However, this
approach does not support document replication on untrusted hosts. Furthermore, since DNSsec records are used
to store location-dependent information (IP addresses), this
approach does not scale well for dynamically-replicated
documents.
Along the same lines is the SHTTP proposal [14], which
extends the HTTP protocol with a number of security extensions. The aim is to allow end-to-end integrity checks, as
well as data conﬁdentiality and traceability for HTTP transactions. This proposal explicitly mentions secure data replication on untrusted hosts as a potential beneﬁt, which is also
one of the motivations for GlobeDoc. However, SHTTP
comes as an Internet RFC, which means it is only a set of
guidelines for system developers. GlobeDoc is an actual
system architecture with a running prototype implementation. Furthermore, GlobeDoc is broader in its scope, also
dealing with data replication aspects (replica hosting, replication algorithms, consistency models), which are not covered by SHTTP.
Like GlobeDoc, the read-only Secure File System (roSFS) [6] focuses on securely replicating data on untrusted
servers. The basic architectural element for r-oSFS is the
ﬁle system; because of this it is possible to use r-oSFS as a
middleware and implement various distributed applications
on top of it, a secure Web infrastructure being one such possible application [7]. In order to guarantee the integrity of
data replicated on untrusted hosts, r-oSFS constructs a hash
tree by applying a secure hash function (SHA-1) on the data
blocks and i-nodes of the ﬁle system. This approach is very
efﬁcient, since only the root of the tree needs to be signed by
the owner, but has the drawback that only one global (perﬁle system) consistency interval can be supported, instead
of allowing per-ﬁle freshness constraints.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a security architecture
that integrates data content, replication mechanisms and security policies in one uniﬁed object model, and guarantees
data integrity and secure naming even when object replicas
are placed on untrusted servers. Our experimental results
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show that this new object model can be efﬁciently integrated
into the current Web infrastructure, and the security mechanisms do not incur excessive performance penalty.
One direction for future work is support for more complex data hosting negotiation mechanisms. We are working
on the design of a policy language that would allow object owners to express quality of service requirements before instantiating new object replicas. At the same time
server administrators will be able to specify resource limitations (in terms of disk space, memory, network bandwidth among other things) for the replicas they are willing
to host, with the object server being responsible with enforcing these limitations.
Another direction for future work is GlobeDoc support
for dynamic Web content. We believe this will be particularly challenging because the technique we currently apply
to secure static documents - signing them with the object
key - does not work in the case of dynamic data - it would
require the object owner to sign the results for every possible client query, which is clearly not feasible. In such a
setting, a solution based on auditing the untrusted servers
where the data is replicated, as suggested in [12], combined
with a probabilistic double-checking of the dynamic Web
content these untrusted servers generate is likely to be more
effective.
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